Memorandum of Understanding

The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform will provide to Public.Resource.Org electronic copies of unedited transcripts of committee hearings and business meetings produced for the Committee by the Office of Official Reporters of the U.S. House of Representatives.

The committee transcripts are being provided to Public.Resource.org solely to enable closed captioning of committee hearings and business meetings. Closed captioning increases the value and accessibility of video of committee hearings and business meetings. Closed captioning is essential in providing access to hearing-impaired viewers. Closed captioning also allows internet search engines to index the content of committee videos, which allows the public to find relevant videos through text searches.

Public.Resource.Org will not release the transcripts, in whole or in part, to the public or any other party except as closed captioning accompanying video of a committee hearing or business meeting.

It is understood and agreed that Public.Resource.Org will upload the electronic versions of transcripts to the YouTube closed captioning system for the purpose of creating a timecode-encoded version of the transcripts. To the extent that YouTube or an associated entity has access to committee transcripts, Public.Resource.Org will obtain appropriate written commitments that they will not release the transcripts, in whole or in part, to the public or any other party.

Public.Resource.Org will obtain the agreement of the committee before using any other third-party system to assist with closed captioning.

Public.Resource.Org acknowledges that the unedited committee transcripts contain transcription errors and will ensure that an appropriate and prominent disclaimer will appear with closed captioned video of committee hearings and transcripts informing viewers that the closed captioning is unofficial and unedited.
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